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INTRODUCTION 
Nigerian novelist Buchi Emecheta writes about the lives of 
twentieth century Nigerian women. Uving during tile post-World War 
II decades of British colonialism. and the subsequent move towards 
Nigerian Independence in the 1950s, Emecheta's women are affected 
by some of the most dramatic social and cultural changes in their 
country's history. ColOnialism brings with it abrupt changes in the 
degree of political power held by Nigerians in their own country, and 
fosters the urbanization and expansion of market centers like Lagos, 
based on exploitative systems of raw material extraction for the 
colonial power. Imposing an increasingly western sensibility on 
Nigeria, the British occupation also brings different codes of ethics 
and morality to Nigeria. greatly challenging indigenous modes of 
existence. When the British later leave the country. it will be a 
struggle to reconcile the indigenous tradition with the colonial 
institutions. However, it is not a detailing of the historical situation of 
her characters which singles out Emecheta as a novelist. It is the way 
in which she utilizes the literary form to communicate her 
perceptions of the roles and attitudes of Nigerian women in various 
situations that is of prime importance. 
The most important relationship which Emecheta explores in 
two of her landmark novels. The Joys of Motherhood (1979) and 
Second Class Citizen (1975) is that of the Nigerian woman to a society 
which is progressing along the enforced lines of colonialist influence. 
and which is thus attempting to reconcile indigenous traditions with 
the new western and "modern" ones; yet this society refuses to grant 
a change in status to an indigenous group that has suffered oppression 
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by its very own people: women. Together The Joys of Motherhood and 
Second Class Citizen span the years 1930 to 1970; the women in the 
novels follow the historical pattern of the move from life in rural and 
idyllic Ibuza, to life in the new dty of Lagos, and finally to life in 
London as Africans from a fanner colony. However, at each step and 
in each era, Nnu Ego in The Joys of Motherhood and Adah in Second 
Class Citizen find that while some things change for women, such as 
living environments and educational opportunities, the overall 
treatment they experience in a patriarchal society does not. Because 
Emecheta explores this phenomenon in the novels, critics, such as 
Nancy Bazin, have heralded Emecheta, along with Afrtcan novelist 
Bessie Head, as writers whose "...works reveal a great deal about the 
lives of African women and about the development of feminist 
perspectives" (Bazin 34). While this may certainly be said of any writer 
who chronicles the experiences of women trying to make their way in 
a male-dominated SOCiety, Bazin's view of Emecheta runs the rtsk of 
being reductive. Emecheta, after all, tells the stories of women in 
certain historical and cultural circumstances as they are experienced 
by the women themselves. In other words, Emecheta might write 
about the problems of the patriarchy. Ibo life, and a specific time in 
Nigerian history. Yet she does so through characters who are 
themselves complex individuals mertting literary attention. Therefore, 
when critic Rolf Solberg suggests that one is left puzzled by 
Emecheta's "total attitude towards tradition/ modernization," and 
adds, "However, the criticism of male chauvinism Is very clear... " 
(Solberg 257), he is making a perilous assumption. In The Joys of 
Motherhood and Second Class Citizen Emecheta chooses as her main 
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characters women from a cultural tradition that is largely unfamiliar to 
westerners, and clearly details the problems of the patriarchal 
tradition in which they live; yet, these are only cultural, social, and 
historically specific details which serve as the setting for her portraits 
of two characters, whose lives and relationships are complex and 
round, the products of a novelist's vision. Therefore. the novels must 
be examined not only for the settings which ground them in history or 
for ethnographic circumstance, but for the important elements of 
characterization which make The Joys of Motherhood and Second 
Class Citizen worthy of being called literature. Above all. Nnu Ego in 
The ~ of Motherhood, and Adah in Second Class Citizen, are unique 
individuals, women with great capacities for survival and perseverance 
amidst dramatic change. 
CULTURAL SETTING 
In The Joys of Motherhood. set in the 1940s. the fictional town 
of Ibuza remains a rural homeland largely removed from the British 
colonial influence. The Ibo in Ibuza continue to center their lives 
around the cultivation of yams and other root crops, and retain their 
own customs regarding marriage and domestic life. The compound of 
Nnu Ego's father. Nwokocha Agbadi. for example, includes the father 
himself, several wives, and many children including Nnu Ego. who is 
the daughter of Agbadi's infamous mistress Ona. Nnu Ego is sent in 
marriage to the handsome faffiler .Amatokwu. complete with an 
extravagant procession which includes "... seven hefty men and seven 
young girls carrying her personal possessions... seven goats, baskets 
and baskets of yams, yards and yards of white man's cloth, twenty-four 
home-spun lappas, rows and rows of Hausa trinkets and coral beads ... " 
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(JM 30). Shortly afterwards she fmds that she cannot achieve one of 
the most important goals of a woman in her culture: Nnu Ego cannot 
have a child. Dejected in her seeming failure, Nnu Ego returns to her 
father who realizes that the closeness of life in Ibuza, the community 
interest in the affairs of its individuals, and gossip and intervention by 
third parties. will only distract his daughter in her quest to become a 
mother and a wife. In tum, Agbadi accepts a marriage proposal for her 
from a son of Ibuza who has moved to Lagos. This step proves to 
change the life of Nnu Ego. From the very moment she arrives qUite 
unceremoniously in Lagos, the differences between Ibuza and Lagos are 
very apparent: 
Nnu Ego arrived in Lagos and was led by her 
brother-in-law to a queer-looking house. They 
had to wait on the veranda while a woman 
neighbour identifying herself as Cordelia. the 
cook's wife. went to tell the prospective husband 
Nnaife, who was attending to the washing of his white 
master and mistress, that his people were there and 
that it looked as if he had been brought a wife. (JM 41) 
As Nnu Ego will soon learn in pre-independence Lagos. the role of the 
woman, wife. or mother is in some ways quite different from the 
pattern established in Ibuza. Much of the change however. has to do 
With the new role of the Nigerian man who. under the control of the 
British, garners much of the same lack of respect that women do in 
the indigenous tradition. Nnu Ego's husband Nnaife. for example, 
knows that he cannot be the dominant figure in either his work as a 
washennan for a white family. or in the public affairs of British 
controlled Lagos. Therefore, he tries to compensate by asserting his 
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dominance in h1s private life even though he is basically a lazy and 
shortsighted man who relies upon Nnu Ego to earn the money to keep 
the family alive. Seemingly inadequate in both the public and private 
arenas, Nnaife thus creates a problem for Nnu Ego. Away from Ibuza. 
Nnu Ego is deprived of the support of many relatives who would be 
shartng the compound and the domestic tasks. In Lagos, she is forced 
to run the household alone, often on her own meager income and 
always with the attempts of the insecure Nnatfe to have control and 
make rules when he himself contributes practically nothing. 
Nnu Ego lives in a Nigeria where she can only speculate that 
women will have a chance to participate more actively in society and 
that: tilt would really be something for a woman to be able to earn some 
money monthly like a man.. ." (JM 189). Adah. the main character in 
Second Class Citizen. lives in a different era. In the Lagos of the 1970s 
it is possible for a woman to get an education. and Adah earns a degree 
in library science and obtains a well paying Job with the government. 
But Adah's path to success is a hard one. She has to fight for the 
chance to go to school and must steal to pay her fees. Her family 
believes that she is wasting her time and does not provide the sort of 
envrronment in which Adah can study or receive encouragement. In 
fact, the problem of securing a stable home leads to Adah's decision to 
marry Francis. the man who proves to be. sadly enough, the greatest 
instability in Adah's life. But as Emecheta writes: 
In Lagos, at that time, teenagers were not allowed 
to live by themselves, and if the teenager happened 
to be a girl as well, living alone would be asking for 
trouble. In short, Adah had to marry. (SeC 23) 
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Mter a marriage which none of her family attends. Adah settles into a 
life which appears to be a happy one; she is the successful bread­
winner and dreams of going to England. to achieve the "better" life 
promoted by the influence of the colonists who have recently given 
Nigeria back its independence. Her dream is realized when Francis 
announces that he wants to go there to study. But when Adah goes to 
meet Francis in England. she finds that Nigerians in England are 
treated as lower class individuals and denied adequate housing. Jobs, 
and recreation because of the color of their skin. In this environment 
Francis has become demoralized and violent. settling into a life of 
laziness in which he relies on Adah to provide for him and their five 
children while he does nothing. In this situation Adah can only count 
on her own mind and her own capacity to be responsible for the life of 
her family amidst squalor and abuse. Whether she has the chance and 
the grounding to become an independent woman becomes the lnain 
question in her life. 
NNU EGO AND ADAH: WOMEN OF STRENGTH AND WILL 
While it is in some ways benefiCial to place Emecheta's novels on 
a sort of histOrical continuum and to thus consider the Nigerian 
woman's experience as to how it relates to the time in which she lives, 
it would be a disservice to leave Emecheta's novels at this level of 
discussion. For what makes The Joys of Motherhood and Second Class 
Citizen more than historical or ethnographic treatises about the life of 
Nigerian women Is the fact that the novels are. above all, stories about 
individual women-- women who remain linked beyond the historicity 
of their situations in their attempts to survive amidst traditions which 
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deems them inferior beings. And like any literary heroines, Nnu Ego 
and Adah are round characters who have their own complex ways of 
handling the course of their lives. 
The story of Nou Ego does not begin until chapter three of The 
~ ill Motherhood. Emecheta establishes the thematic focus of her 
novel, motherhood. In the preceding chapters which include a scene 
where Nnu Ego stands on a bridge ready to commit suicide after the 
death of her first son, and an account of the almost mythical meeting 
of Nnu Ego's parents Agbadi and the beautiful and independent Dna. A 
man with many wives and a large household. Agbadi is attracted to Dna 
by her beauty and her refusal to stay with any man. Their courtship Is 
infamous, Agbadi's feelings for Dna being frustrated by her refusal to 
give in to him. Finally, after Agbadi is hurt in an elephant hunting 
expedition, Dna softens and Agbadi takes advantage of the situation, 
violently and publicly consummating their relationship in the 
courtyard of his compound, causing such grief for his senior wife 
Agunwa that she dies soon after. 
This telling of Nou Ego's story non-chronolOgically is crucial to 
understanding Nnu Ego as first and foremost a mother. She is, after 
all, never referred to in the chapter headings as anything but the 
"mother"; the novel's first chapter is entitled "The Mother," the 
second "The Mother's Mother," the last 'The Canonised Mother," etc. 
In other words, Nnu Ego, from the very beginning, is characterized in 
terms of the identity given her by society; Nnu Ego ought to be a 
mother and a mother of sons especially. Even in the beginning of 
chapter three, which is focused on the marriage of Nnu Ego and her 
arrival to her husband as a virgin, we hear little from Nnu Ego. Only 
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after she has gone through the expected period of time when she 
should be pregnant that we begin to hear Nnu Ego's voice. She says to 
Amatokwu, her husband: 'What am I going to do, Amatokwu.. .I am sure 
the fault is on my side. You do everything right. How can I face my 
father and tell him that I have failed?" (JM 31). As her own words 
indicate, she knows that her inability to have a child is a shame on 
herself and her family. 
There is an extenuating circumstance for Nnu Ego that explains 
her inability to bear children; she is believed to be the reincarnation of 
a slave woman who was unceremoniously murdered years before when 
she would not jump into the grave of Agbadi's senior wife Agunwa. The 
lump discovered on the back of Nnu Ego's head at birth is the 
reminder of the lump given the slave woman when she was hit in the 
back of her head with a shovel. Nnu Ego tries to appease this spirit 
who might be responsible for her infertility. and her father even frees 
his slaves in a gesttU"e of appeasement, yet Nnu Ego still cannot have a 
child. Amatokwu takes a second wife, because in his words: "I am a 
busy man. I have no time to waste my precious male seed on a woman 
who is infertile" (JM 32). 
When Nnu Ego returns to her father, Agbadi decides to send his 
daughter to Nnaife, the son of the Owulum family who lives in Lagos. 
The move is unusual but Agbadi knows that Nnu Ego wants to have a 
child and he believes that a new environment will be benefiCial to her. 
Nnu Ego receives the news when she is told by Agbadi not to visit with 
her new family With the understanding that she has had enough 
"publicity" (JM 39). Having agreed to move to Lagos, Nnu Ego says to 
her father: "Maybe the next time I come back, I shall come with a 
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string of children" (JM 39). Nnu Ego's words will prove prophetic. By 
the time she returns to Ibuza to see her father at his death, Nnu Ego is 
accompanied by a string of sons and daughters; yet she is not the same 
Nnu Ego. 
Nnu Ego's experiences in Lagos can best be described as 
shocking for her. After seeing her new home, an appallingly sn1all 
house located on a huge British colonial compound, Nnu Ego finally 
gets to meet her husband, the man with whom she is to spend the 
rest of her life: 
... in walked a man with a belly like a 
pregnant cow, wobbling first to this side 
and then to that.. .. His hair, unlike that of 
men at home in Ibuza, was not closely shaved: 
he left a lot of it on his head like that of a woman 
in mourning for her husband. His skin was pale, 
the skin of someone who had for a long time 
worked in the shade and not in the open air.... 
And his c1othes--Nnu Ego had never seen 
anyone dressed like that: khaki shorts with holes 
and an old, loose, white singlet. (JM 42) 
Obviously, Nnmfe is not the typical man of Ibuza: his days are spent 
washing women's laundry and, as Nnu Ego later discovers, his nights 
drinking palm wine. In Lagos, this Is the pattern for the working 
Nigerian man who, from the British colonialists, receives as little 
respect as many of the women in the Ibo villages. But for Nnu Ego. the 
fact remains: "If her husband-to-be was like this ... she would go back to 
her father. Why, marrying such a jelly of a man would be like living 
with a middle-aged woman" (JM 42). 
For his part. Nnaife knows that Nnu Ego is disappointed in him. 
Nnu Ego barely hides her contempt and Nnaife disguises his own hurt 
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pride by rationalizing that: "Very few women approved of their 
husbands on the fITst day. It was a big Joke to the men, women from 
home wanting to come to Lagos where they would not have to work 
hard and expecting a handsome, strong figure of a husband in the 
bargain. Women were so stupidl" (JM 43) Nnaife also tries to affirm 
his manhood by forcing himself on Nnu Ego like an animal on their 
wedding night. The next morning Nnu Ego has a dream in which she 
attempts to take a baby boy from the hands of her chi, or personal 
deity. Nnu Ego, it turns out, is pregnant; ironically the vicious attack 
has provided her with the child she so desperately wanted. However, 
Nnu Ego does not realize she is pregnant until Nnaife points it out 
during one of their arguments about Nnaife's manhood and his inability 
to meet the standards of the men back in Ibuza. As Nnatfe cruelly 
states: 
Pity your ideal Amatokwu almost beat you to 
death because you did not bear him a son. 
Look at yourself--you look pregnant to me, 
and you were not like that when you came here. 
What else does a woman want? I've given you a 
home and, if all goes well, the child you and your 
father have been wanting, and you still sit there 
staring at me with hatred in your eyes .... You spoilt 
selfish womanl You who put Amatokwu's manhood 
into question.... now you come here, where I did 
not particularly press you to be pregnant in the first 
month. .. (JM 49) 
Although Nuu Ego's pregnancy is not the wonderful and fulfilling 
event it was supposed to be, it causes some of her strength to come 
through when, instead of running to her father, Nnu Ego tells herself 
that: 
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Her lot was not worse than those of her Ibo 
neighbours. Even those girls from Ibuza who 
now lived on the island with their husbands 
told her many a time she was lucky not to be 
married to a man working in the docks. The 
dock workers would go away for weeks and 
weeks. leaving their young wives to have babies 
on their own.... (JM 51) 
Nnu Ego also finds a confidante in Cordelia. the wife of a man who is 
also busy working for the white colonialists, one of the husbands 
whose "manhood has been taken away" (JM 51). With Cordelia's 
friendship, and with an increasingly adult-like knowledge of what are 
to be conSidered the inevitabilities of life, Nnu Ego moves into a 
pattern of spending her time away from the house at the market, 
trading to earn money for her own needs. When she delivers her first 
baby. a son, Nnu Ego tells the midwife that"...only now with this son 
am I going to start loving this man. He made me into a real woman-­
all I want to be, a woman and a mother" (JM 53). But the Joy is short­
lived when the child dies mysteriously one day when Nnu Ego goes to 
market. Devastated, she attempts to jump off a bridge in Lagos but is 
saved by a man who recognizes her as the daughter of Agbadi from 
Ibuza. Only after a long period of depression and mourning does Nou 
Ego have another child. this time telling herself that she had lost the 
first child because she had spent too much time at the market and 
that .....part of the pride of motherhood was to look a little 
unfashionable and be able to drawl with JoY: 'I can't afford another 
outfit, because I am nursing him, so you can see I can't go anywhere to 
sell anything'" (JM 80). 
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But perhaps Nnu Ego's most revealing comment is that "[i]t was 
because she wanted to be a woman of Ibuza in a town like Lagos that 
she lost her child. This time she was going to play it according to the 
new rules" (JM 81). The "new rules" become a pattern for living that 
haunts Nnu Ego for the rest of her life: for every event that does not 
tum out as it should, beginning with the match with Nnaife, Nnu Ego 
finds something else with which to replace it. Nnaife does not satisfy 
her so Nnu Ego hopes for wealth of love and money in her sons. 
Unemployed Nnaife brings Adaku. a new wife into their small one 
room home. and Nnu Ego reminds herself that: "It was a good thing 
she was determined to play the role of the mature senior wife; she was 
not going to give herself any heartache when the time came for Adaku 
to sleep on that bed" (JM 124). Later. Adaku runs away to become a 
prostitute after Nnaife is drafted into the anny against his will. When 
his salary does not come to his two wives and children. Nnu Ego 
crawls "... further into the urine-stained mats on her bug-ridden bed. 
enjoying the knowledge of her motherhood" (JM 169). More children 
are born, two sets of twins. and another son; the eldest sons display 
signs of ingratitude towards their mother who has worked so hard to 
pay for all of their fees for school. and they deCide to leave Nigeria for 
something "better." This time, Nnu Ego tells herself that she did not 
really need to have children who stayed and supported her in her age: 
"Her joy was to know that she had brought up her children when they 
had started out with nothing. and that these same children might rub 
shoulders one day with the great men of Nigeria. That was the reward 
she expected" (JM 202). 
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Yet Nnu Ego would be ever the more tragic if she merely stood 
to every challenge and disillusionment with a fatalistic acceptance. 
Nnu Ego is not incapable of seeing the paradox of her life: she is 
supposed to be satisfied in her role as wife and mother, yet because of 
this, her children and her husband can take advantage of her 
whenever they want, relying on her for money and for attention only 
because they know she believes it her duty to give it. This is the plight 
of Nnu Ego and of the other women around her. They live, in Nnu 
Ego's own words, as no more than a common prisoner would: "...she 
was a prisoner. imprisoned by her love for her children, imprisoned in 
her role as the senior wife.... It was not fair ... the way men cleverly 
used a woman's sense of responsibility to actually enslave her" (JM 
135). And in Lagos the snare is even more complete. There is no 
choice but to fight one's way in the city or to crawl back to the 
relatives in Ibuza having. it seems, no reason for unhappiness because 
one has the most important things in life: children and a husband. Of 
course, there is something that Nnu Ego has which her socially 
prescribed identity does not take into account: her ab1lity to achieve 
some sort of control over her life even to the very end. 
Nou Ego is forty years old when she has her last and ninth baby. 
a girl who is born dead and whom Nnu Ego believes she might have 
willed to die. Nou Ego, the woman who lost her first husband because 
she could not have a child, Nnu Ego who tried to kill herself when her 
first child died, wishing her last daughter dead. The sadness in Nnu 
Ego's last desire is tremendous. She herself cries out to the unseen for 
an explanation: "Please give her something to hold on to, some faith to 
assure her that she had not deliberately killed her own child in her 
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heart" (JM 195). Nnu Ego only recovers when she sees her daughters. 
the only children who have proven loyal and worthy and who have 
cared for her in her age. Although Nnu Ego Will never admit that 
these children provide her with the happiness a son would. seeing her 
daughter Taiwo marry a man who really loves her makes Nnu Ego feel 
that: "Her cup of happiness was full ... this was something. She was 
happy to see her children happy" (JM 222). 
However, the love of her daughters is, in Emecheta's vision, 
typically ironic. No matter how she might be recognized for being the 
mother of sons, Nnu Ego's real support ultimately comes from the 
daughters who. as women, stand to suffer from the same burdens of 
responsibility that Nnu Ego did. And perhaps the knowledge of this 
provides an explanation for Nnu Ego's only real act of defiance. After 
her death. many people appeal to the spirit of Nnu Ego to give them 
children. But Nnu Ego does not answer the calls. As the last sentence 
of the novel reads, "Nnu Ego had it all. yet she still did not answer 
prayers for children" (JM 224). 
That Nnu Ego is ultimately immortalized as a fertility "goddess." 
as a woman who fulfilled her duty and bore as many children as 
possible. Is the fmal irony of The Joys of Motherhood. For Nnu Ego 
has found that. by itself, motherhood does not completely fulfill a 
woman; the debasing treatment she has received from her husband, 
from her sons, and from the society which expects that she should be 
willing to withstand any burden in the name of motherhood, serve only 
to reveal. the shortcomings which lay under her society's vision of the 
satisfied woman. Yet Nnu Ego's angry refusal to send children to those 
who appeal to her seems an irrational act; children must be born, 
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motherhood cannot be renounced completely. However, if Nnu Ego's 
refusal to grant wishes for children is seen as an attempt to provoke 
thought about the risks of considering motherhood as the only 
pathway for feminine fulfillment. her action becomes qUite important. 
Nnu Ego is sounding a warning to the generation of men and women 
who follow her. In Second Class Citizen, however, it seems that the 
call is not yet heeded. 
Adah in Second Class Citizen is the Nnu Ego of the next 
generation. Born during the second World War. Adah grows up in 
Lagos dUring its final decade under British control. Like Nnu Ego. 
Adah Is from an Ibuza family. Yet. unlike Nnu Ego. Adah has spent her 
whole life in Lagos and only hears about her ancestral home from her 
parents and relatives living in Lagos: 
She had been taught at an early age that the 
people of Ibuza were friendly, that the food 
there was fresh, the spring water was pure 
and clean. The virtues of Ibuza were praised 
so much that Adah came to regard her being 
born in a God-forsaken place like Lagos as a 
misfortune. (SeC 7) 
Already the traditions of Ibuza have attained a mythic quality for Adah 
when she hears about the ideal place which is so far removed from her 
expeIience in crowded and impoveIished Lagos. The differences of 
existence between Ibuza and Lagos which plagued Nnu Ego on her 
arrival in Lagos are never fully developed for Adah who is irrevocably 
situated in an urban and "modernized" environment. In fact, from the 
very beginning it is the United Kingdom. with all of its institutions for 
governing and education. which intrigues Adah. not the idyllic rural 
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life left behind in Ibuza. The United Kingdom represents the 
pragmatic reality of success in Adah's Nigeria. Even as the novel opens 
and Adah is only eight years old, she is aware that tWs "United 
Kingdom" is the place where Nigerians acquire the skills to be 
successful individuals and to lead the western institutions which have 
been established in Lagos by the colonialists. Adah even promises 
herself that one day she will go there: "Going to the United Kingdom 
must surely be like paying God a visit. The United Kingdom, then. 
must be like heaven" (See 8). Indeed. when the women make special 
lappas and blouses to wear to welcome back their educated son of 
Ibuza, we are told: "These women were so proud of this new lawyer, 
because to them it meant the arrival of their very own Messiah. A 
Messiah especially created for Ibuza people" (See 8). 
With Ibuza behind her, and with the prospect of going to the 
United Kingdom ahead, Adah views I1fe "... like a dream." However. as 
Emecheta reminds us: "Most dreams, as all dreamers know, do have 
setbacks" (See 17), and Adah has to learn to overcome these setbacks 
at a young age. For example. the optimism surrounding the return of 
lawyer Nweze from England proves to be fleeting almost immediately 
after his arrival. He turns away from the local clientele and goes to 
work for an unsavory Hausa millionaire. After suspicious involvement 
in a case involving the defendant. Nweze becomes a millionaire 
himself, the local hopes for him as the messiah for the Ibuza 
apparently wrecked (See 26). Yet the real setbacks to Adah's dream 
of a happy life await her in her day-to-day existence as a woman. The 
challenges on her path to success can be traced to one source only: 
the same deeply patriarchal society which Nnu Ego faced years ago. 
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As Emecheta explains. "... the first real hitch happened all of a 
sudden. Just a few months after she [AdahI started school. Pa went to 
the hospital for something, she could not remember what. Then 
someone--she was not quite sure who It was--told her that Pa was 
staying there for a few days. A week or two later Pa was brought home; 
a corpse" (SeC 17), With the death of her father. she and her mother 
were inherited by the oldest brother of Adah's father. The money to 
pay Adah's schooling would have been passed to Boy. her elder 
brother. save for the fact that a few more years in school might earn 
Adah a better bride price. In the meantime. she would attend a 
cheaper. less advanced school and live in a house with her new family, 
working as a servant. These years with their back-breaking labor and 
their seeming progress toward a marriage at age ten or eleven are 
recorded in only a few paragraphs with the most significant point 
being that: 
Adah learned very early to be responsible for 
herself. Nobody was interested in her for her 
own sake. only in the money she would fetch, 
and the housework she could do and Adah. 
happy at being given this opportunity of survival 
did not waste time thinking about its rights 
or wrongs. She had to survive. (SeC 18) 
These words about young Adah's will to survive are crucial. Just as 
Nnu Ego's true and strong voice began to come forth when she was 
first faced with the problem of infertility, which she believed 
threatened her very success as a woman, Adah's voice breaks through 
when she is faced with a threat to her being that she will fight to 
correct. When Adah's family wants to stop her education and marry 
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her off, preferably to an old man who will take better care of her than 
., 
"... the young and overeducated ones" (SeC 19). Adah refuses to bend to 
their will: 
She would never, never in her life get marrted 
to any man, rich or poor, to whom she would 
have to serve his food on bended knee: she would 
not consent to live with a husband whom she would 
have to treat as master and refer to as 'Sir' even behind 
his back. She knew all Ibo women did this, but she 
wasn't going tal (See 19) 
She actively enforces her decision and obstinately refuses all of the old 
"baldies" who come to suit her by singing rude songs about them and 
popping their bicycle tires (SeC 19). But underneath the comic and 
childlike nature of her refusal lies a greater characteristic of which 
Adah herself is perhaps unaware: Adah exhibits a will that cannot be 
defeated. She manages to keep the men away from her and to put 
herself through school long after her family will not pay for her. Adah 
even steals to pay for her upper level entrance exams and endures the 
one hundred and three cane strokes she suffers as punishment for 
theft without even crying (SeC 22). Adah's crowning glory, her 
ultimate expression of the control she has over her life, is her own 
choice of a husband. made when she is teenager and with the primary 
intention to gain herself a qUiet home in which to study for university 
examinations. 
The marriage to Francis. however, is the beginning of the 
downfall and the real threat to her dream of a happy life. The wedding 
itself is attended by none of Adah's family and the ceremony cannot be 
perlormed as Adah and Francis forget to buy a ring. They wait a day 
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and are married on what Adah describes as "... the saddest day in her 
whole life" (SCC 24). The comment is prophetic: Adah and Francis' 
maniage is soon fraught with scenes of hatred and violence. But even 
at the initial stage of the marriage It is quite evident that trouble is 
brewing, at least in the minds of Francis and his parents. Mter Adah 
presents Francis with a child and then turns around and secures a job 
as a librarian in the American Consulate library, Francis feels his male 
pride is in danger. .As he asks his father: 
Do you think our marriage will last if I allow 
Adah to go and work for the Americans? Her 
pay will be at least three times my own. My 
colleagues at work will laugh at me. What do 
you think I should do? (SCC 24) 
Francis' question as to whether he should allow Adah to take a job 
seems startling: heretofore Adah has been a strongly independent 
character, making her own choices even to the point of a choosing 
Francis as a husband. Further, Francis displays an insecurity that is 
troubling. and which will plague him for the rest of their relationship, 
when he states that he is afraid his colleagues will laugh at him if his 
wife is more successful than he is in the workplace. Here again, 
seems to be another Nnaife who wants to be the dominant figure in 
the household yet is faced with a woman who does better than he. Yet 
the most revealing comment in the conversation is found not in 
Francis' words but in his father's reply to them: 
You are a fool of a man you are. Where will she 
take the money to? Her people? Her people, 
who did not even come to congratulate her on 
the arrival of the baby Titi? Her relatives, who did 
not care whether she lived or died? The money is 
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for you. can't you see? Let her go and work for a 
million Americans and bring their money here. into 
this house. It is your luck. You made a good 
choice in marriage. son. (See 24) 
Francis' father. it seems, is not so immersed in the traditional role of 
husband as breadwinner. that he will suggest his son ignore an 
opportunity to let his wife support him. And when Adah tells Francis 
that she can save enough money for them to go and study in England, 
Francis' father again sees an opportunity, well aware that he has the 
power to make decisions regarding Adah and Francis. As Emecheta 
explains, "...most African wives know. most of the decisions about their 
own lives had to be referred first to Big Pa, Francis' father, then to his 
mother, then discussed amongst the brothers of the family..." (See 
27). Francis' father decides that the couple may go to England only if 
Francis goes first. Francis later explains to Adah: 
Father does not approve of women going 
to the UK. But you see, you will pay for me, 
and look after yourself. and within three years 
I'll be back. Father said you're earning more 
than most people who have been to England. 
Why lose your good job just to go and see London? 
They say it is just like Lagos. (SeC 28) 
The dictate of her new family is a blow to Adah. To say that 
Lagos would be just like London, and that it is quite reasonable for 
Adah to pay the way for her husband to study there when she is the 
one with the real potential to achieve higher degrees, is an insult to 
her intelligence: Adah is not so uneducated that she cannot see the 
fallacies in the argument. Furthermore, the decision of Francis' father, 
approved, of course, by the son himself, reveals that Francis believes 
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he should be able to manipulate his wife's talents to serve his own 
purposes. But there is little that Adah feels she can do about the 
situation. Even before the decision to go the United Kingdom. Adah 
has been unhappy about Francis' family and frtends mettling in her life. 
She has also been upset that her own brother felt she let their family 
down by marrying and not going on to medical school to become a 
wealthy doctor. It was. after all, the very lack of support of her own 
family which led Adah into her marriage and into her well-paying Job 
at the library in Lagos. Yet looking back on that time Adah remembers 
how she Justified her choices: "she found herself alone once more. 
forced into a situation dictated by society in which. as an individual, 
she had little choice. She would rather that she and her husband. 
whom she was beginning to love, moved to new surroundings. a new 
country and among new people" (See 27). And the dream to go to 
England had come true now. if not for her but for her husband. 
Adah, it seems, wants love and stability as much as she wants 
economic or social success. Recognizing these twin desires then, 
Adah could, on one level, find consolation in the fact she will support 
Francis' stay in the United Kingdom and, in turn, insure a better future 
for her family. After all, follOwing the pattern of a Nnu Ego. Adah 
could attempt to find her complete satisfaction in being a mother and 
a wife: "apart from the fact that she earned enough money to keep 
them all going, she was very prolific which, among the fuos. is still the 
greatest asset a woman can have" (See 26). Adah even reminds 
herself that Francis, "was the male, and he was right to tell her what 
she was going to do" (See 28). Still, Adah is too strong of an indiVidual 
to Justify her own servitude on the grounds that she is a woman, when 
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she knows she should have a chance for personal and social success. 
From the very beginning Emecheta has portrayed Adah as a woman 
who has an almost unbreakable will. Therefore. it is not surprising 
when Adah finally gathers her strength and decides to go to England. 
She remembers a Bible verse taught to her by missionaries: "Be as 
cunning as a serpent but as harmless as a dove" (See 28). Adah is 
willing to prove that she can be both the gentle dove who loves and 
protects her children, and the serpent who will fight adversity to 
insure that they and their mother have the chances in life which they 
deserve. 
Adah's path to self-realization is not an easy one, however. The 
excitement she feels on the passage to England. taken in a first class 
cabin and with a nurse for Titi and her new brother Vicky, qUickly 
diminishes once Adah goes ashore. The house in which she and the 
children are to live is a one room tenement in a dingy apartment 
bunding: a circumstance reminiscent of Nnu Ego's one room house in 
Lagos. As Francis explains. ''' ...this is the best I can do. You see, 
accommodation is very short in London, especially for black people 
with children... the only houses we can get are horrors like these'" 
(See 38). But the worst shock for Adah is her realization that in 
England. all people with dark skin are lumped together as lower class 
individuals. That Adah was a member of the Nigerian elite at home 
means nothing in England. as Francis will continually and bitterly 
point out to her. In her frrst few hours in England. Adah learns that 
she is not only to be associated with SOIDe of the lower class Africans. 
she is to live with them: "... to her horror, she saw that she had to share 
a house with such Nigerians who called her madam at home; some of 
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them were of the same educational background as her paid servants" 
(SeC 38). The class structure of England will be a great change for 
Adah who will find. for example. that she and her children, no matter 
how rich they are on Adah's well-paying career as a librarian, can 
never live where they would like because of the prevailing 
discrimination in London. But it is the change in Francis that has the 
greatest effect on her. 
Adah learns that Francis has become utterly demoraliZed liVing 
in England where Mricans are treated as inferior beings. He has 
fatalistically accepted the idea that he is never going to be treated well 
and uses this assertion to justify his lazy and cowardly behavior, much 
as Nna1fe did in The Joys of Motherhood. Adah soon realiZes that 
Francis will never pass his exams; he does not attend lectures and 
rarely studies. And, as Adah walks by one of the intliguing English 
restaurants, dreaming that her husband might someday take her to It, 
she admits to herself that: "Even if Francis did qualify. he would never 
have the courage to bring her to a restaurant to eat, not in London 
anyway, because he fIrmly believed such places were not for blacks" 
(Se 58). 
Adah also has to come to terms with the fact that Francis cannot 
handle her successes. When Adah refuses to get a job tn a factory and 
insists that she has the education to secure a well-paying career as a 
librarian. Francis berates her: "He had told her that he had married 
her in the fIrst place because she could work harder than most girls 
her age and because she was orphaned very early in life. But since she 
had arrived in England. she had grown too proud to work" (SeC 41). 
When Adah does manage to find a well-paying library job very qUickly 
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after her arIival, and even bears him three more children in her first 
few years in London, Francis becomes increasingly jealous and violent. 
He attempts to assert absolute control over Adah and the children as 
he watches himself grow into a useless person. The only job he holds 
is as a post-man and this only because Adah is too ill to work. She 
almost dies in labor, bearing a second son for him because he will not 
allow her to use birth control. When Titi and Vicky are put under the 
day care of the white woman Trudy, Adah goes to check on them only 
to find Trudy entertaining a man in her living room while Tit! and 
Vicky play in dirty toilet water In the back yard. Trudy justifies the 
neglect by saying that the children could not keep themselves clean. 
and when Adah reports her explanation to the board of health they 
find it a sufficient explanation. The verdict does not surprise Adah 
who has just watched "...Trudy destrOying forever one of the myths she 
had been brought up to believe: that the white man never lied" (See 
52). But Francis' reaction unsettles her the most: "...he told Titi if she 
did not keep herself dry, he would beat her with his belt" (SeC 53). 
Still worse, Francis' lack of concern is not dictated solely by a lack of 
love for his children; he is having an affair with Trudy himself. 
While Adah tries to justify life With Francis. she finds herself in a 
situation similar to that of Nnu Ego with Nnaife. Uke Nnu Ego, Adah is 
manipulated by a husband who expects her to keep the family together 
because she is the mother of the children. As a result, Adah works out 
of the home when in England watching children which" ... was itself a 
full-time job... difficult for a Nigerian wife to cope with, especially 
when she realized that she could no longer count on the help the 
extended family gave in such situations" (See 46). Further, Adah must 
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leave her own children with the disreputable Trudy because she is the 
only white woman who will watch African children. And when Vicky 
contracts life-threatening meningitis from the dirty water in Trudy's 
yard. Adah loses control: 
I am going to kill you. Do you hear that? 
I am going to kill you, if anything happens 
to my child .... I saw Vicky with my own eyes 
in the rubbish dump. I smelt of you through 
my husband. I pay you with the money I eam. 
let my husband sleep with you. and then you 
want to kill my sonr (SeC 66) 
Adah is angry not only at Trudy, but at the unjust situation which has 
almost left her child a victim. Later, when Adah calms down and 
reflects upon her outburst. which caused Trudy to lose her license for 
child care, she admits that: "She could not control herself anymore. 
She had so many things to bottle up inside her" (SeC 66). 
The incidents which follow in rapid succession serve only to 
exacerbate Adah's tension. Her family is evicted from the tenement 
because the other families are jealous of Adah's library Job, and because 
she insists upon keeping her children with her and not fostering them 
out, as most of the other immigrants have done when they came to 
England. Francis becomes even lazier in their new lodgings in a run­
down house. and continues to refuse to get a job. Little Vicky's ear 
becomes inflamed, and Adah and Francis call a doctor only to find that 
the child has been bitten by a bedbug (SeC 138). Adah fmaHy has to 
let out what Is "bottled up inside." And as a credit to Emecheta's 
sense of irony. Adah begins to move toward self-realization wh.en sbe 
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gives birth one more time. But this time. Adah gives birth not to a 
human child. but to a literary work. 
Adah writes a novel. Ever since arriving in London, Adah has 
managed to read all of the authors she could. again demonstrating that 
despite the circumstances at home, Adah has continued to stimulate 
her mind. With the help of a library staff member who becomes one of 
her few allies, she is able to get a taste of the literature of the culture 
in which she now lives. Therefore. after she secures a good Job doing 
sewing work at home so that she can be with her children. she begins 
to write her novel seriously. Although she later notes that the first 
edition was" ... over-romanticised" and that "Adah had put into it 
everything that was lacking in her own maniage" (See 164), the 
library staff suggests that Adah have it published. Happy in what 
appears to be a time of great success, Adah asks Francis to look at the 
manuscript; the verdict of the family is still important to Adah even 
though Francis does little to promote its happiness. Adah knows "... 
when she was happy... her children were too. But when they saw their 
father slapping her or telling her off, they clung to her afraid, their 
eyes roaming this way and that in childish terror" (SeC 165). Thus. 
she hopes that Francis might be pleased with her success and infuse 
some warmth in the household. 
But Adah's hopes are dashed in a drastic manner. She returns 
horne one day to the smell of burning paper and the image of Francis 
with a sickly smile on his face (See 170). After attempting to speak 
calmly to him, Adah suddenly realizes that: 
Francis was burning her story: he had burned 
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it all. The story she was basing her dream of 
becoming a writer on. The story she was going 
to show Titi and Vicky and Bubu and baby Dada 
when they grew up ...She could forgive him all 
he had done before, but not this. (See 170) 
This is the last straw for Adah. Her strong will returns to her and she 
remains with Francis only long enough to get together enough money 
for herself and the children to live on: she ceases to support him 
completely. Finally one day, with only a box of clothing for the 
children in one hand and the clothes on her back, she leaves him. 
Adah "..walked to freedom" (See 9) which. sadly, would not 
come before another set of traumatic events. Adah learns that she is 
pregnant and Francis comes to her new lodgings and harasses her. 
One night he comes with a knife and would have killed Adah if the 
neighbors had not intervened. But the final blow comes in court when 
Francis, called for his attempted assault on Adah, asserts that the two 
had never been married. It turns out not only has Francis burned 
Adah's book, he has destroyed their wedding papers and the 
children's birth certificates (SeC 74). And he refuses to claim both 
Adah and the children, stating that he would not "mind their being 
sent for adoption" (See 174). Stunned by Francis' dismissal of the 
entire family. Adah suddenly realiZes that this might be the best thing 
to happen to her: 
Something happened to Adah then. It was like 
a big hope and kind of energy charging into her 
giving her so much strength even though she was 
phySically ill with her futh child ...she said very loud 
and very clear, 'Don't worry, sir. The children are 
mine and that is enough. I shall never let them down 
as long as I am alive'. (See 174) 
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The sense of release Adah gains by saying these words is tremendous. 
She is finally free, she has fmally done what Nnu Ego, a woman of 
another era wanted to do but could not. Adah tells society that she 
alone will take care of the children when Francis will not, and that she 
can survive wifuout him. 
CONCLUSION 
These, however, are not Adah's last words. As she leaves the 
courtroom she meets a man from Lagos who recognizes her and takes 
her home, believing she is still married to Francis. Emecheta thus 
ends Second Class Citizen in the same manner she ended The Joys of 
Motherhood: with an enJgmatic ring. Why must Adah, who had been 
furough so much and finally gained her freedom, sarcastically note 
that: ''This old [nend...paid for the taxi took her home from Camden 
Town because he thought she was still with her husband"(SCC 175)? 
The comment seems to prevent positive closure of Adah's life with her 
husband; Adah appears to recogniZe bitterly that her being without a 
husband, even without one as cruel as Francis, will cause people to 
treat her differently. And the question thus becomes whether Adah 
will remain as unforgiving in life as Nnu Ego does even in death When 
she "...still did not answer prayers for children" (JM 224). Will Adah 
become as bitter as Nnu Ego, feeling that even though she faces a 
promising career as a writer she is forever a victim of Francis and the 
oppression which he represents for her? 
That we can even debate this question, and that it Is hard to 
decide whether Adah will follow the pattern of Nnu Ego is finally 
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important in tenns of Emecheta's success as a novelist. Emecheta 
takes a great risk in calling The Joys ill Motherhood and Second Class 
Citizen "novels." For in these works she writes about the customs of 
the Ibo of Nigeria, the historical situation of Nigeria and England, and 
the social phenomenon of the patriarchy and how it functions. In 
other words, she writes of ethnography, history, and social 
commentary respectively. However, Emecheta writes about these as 
they are experienced by two different individuals who. while often 
peppered with insights that are retrospective enough that they belong 
to Emecheta, deal with the realities in the unique and believable ways 
we have detailed in this analysis. If Nnu Ego and Adah had not been 
complex figures with moments of contradiction. and displays of 
universal human emotions such as fear. pity. and anger. they would 
have merely floated into the background of their social and cultural 
circumstance. They would, in fact. serve only as mouthpieces for 
whatever Emecheta might have wanted Nnu Ego and Adah to say about 
Nigerian society. 
That Nnu Ego and Adah are ultimately left to speak for 
themselves might best be understood in light of criticisms levied 
toward Emecheta by critic Rolf Solberg. Emecheta, Solberg 
complains, "expresses herself ambiguously when It comes to the 
question of traditional values" (Solberg 254). and in The Joys of 
Motherhood one is .... .left mildly puzzled... about the author's total 
attitude towards tradition and modernization" (Solberg 257). Yet 
Solberg. in asking Emecheta to provide clear statements and opinions 
toward the social realities of Nigeria. reveals his desire that she be not 
only be an ethnographer. but a social commentator who makes 
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decisions on some of the most debatable and complex issues facing 
her country. The desire derives from the assumption that a person 
who writes about a largely unexplored culture (for westerners 
especially) cannot be a novelist but one whose merit must come from 
her explanation of the culture, and for Emecheta. her further 
explanation of the patriarchy because she is a woman writing about 
other women. Solberg, in effect. dismisses the crucial pOint that 
Emecheta's characters speak of their own lives and that Emecheta 
merely allows them to do so: 
Write; go on and do it, you can write. 
When she finished it and read it all through 
she knew she had no message with a capital "M" 
to tell the world. because it was full of scenes with 
sickly adolescent love sentiments. A recent film 
which she had seen not long ago awoke the same 
feeling in her as that first literary attempt of hers 
did. The story was over-romanticised. Adah had 
put everything that was lacking in her marriage 
into it. (Sec. 164) 
Ultimately. the "ambiguous" aspects of Emecheta's novels. those parts 
which represent the realistic tensions and contradictions in society 
and the reluctance to make judgments about them, are the very 
aspects which make Emecheta's works novels, stories where true 
voices of human dilemma and insecurity must come through. 
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